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A GENERALIZATION

OF VON NEUMANN'S INEQUALITY

TO THE COMPLEX BALL1

S. W. DRURY

Abstract. A necessary and sufficient condition is found for a polynomial Q

of J variables to be such that Q(AX.Aj) is a contraction whenever A¡

(1 < j < J) are commuting linear operators on complex hilbert space

satisfying 2j_ x Af Aj < I.

1. Introduction and notations. A celebrated theorem of J. von Neumann [1]

asserts that, for A a linear contraction on a complex hilbert space and Q a

complex polynomial, the inequality

(1) ||ö04)||<sup{|ö(z)|;zEC,|z|<l}

holds. In this note we give a generalization of this inequality to an analogous

situation in several variables in which the disc is replaced by the complex

ball.

Let / be a fixed integer with J > 1. We shall consider /-tuples A =

(Ax, . . ., Af) of linear operators on a complex hilbert space H satisfying

(2)   [4v4J = °   0 < JvJt < J) and  2 \\AJht <\\ht VA e H-
7-1

For n = (nx, . . ., nj) a multi-index (that is an element of Z+), we shall

denote \n\ = 2;_,/J,, «!= Iîj_,(/!,!), ß(n) = |/i|!(n!)_1 the 'multinomial coef-

ficients', and a(n) = (/ + \n\ - l)\(n\(J - l)!)"1. If also z = (z„ . . . , zf)

and w = (wx, . . . , Wj) are elements of C7, we shall use the notations

\z\2= 2 \zj\\   z-w= "kzjWj,   z"= Uzp.
7-1 7-1 7=1

Similar notations will be used for a /-tuple A satisfying (2). Note that A "

makes sense since the Aj commute, and for Q a complex polynomial of /

variables we will denote Q(A) = Q(AX, .. ., Af). Our main result is that

there is an 'archetypal' /-tuple S satisfying (2) with the universal property

described as follows.

Theorem. Let A  be a J-tuple satisfying (2) and let Q be a complex
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polynomial of J-variables; then

(3) HßWII <||ß(S)||.

We will give an alternative description of ||ß(5)|| in §3 which makes it

clear that (3) reduces to (1) when 7=1. Now we describe the /-tuple S

explicitly. Let l2(ZJ+, ß) stand for the complex hilbert space of functions/:

Z+ ->C such that 2|/(«)|2jS(n) is finite, and let S} denote the 'backwards

shift' operator

SJ(n)=f(n + ej)

on this space. Here e, is the multi-index given by (ef)k = 8jk (Kronecker's

delta). Clearly the Sj commute. Routine calculations show that

(4) (S;g)(n) = g(n - ej)ß(n - e,)(j8(«))"'= g(n - e^nf1.

In the case ny = 0 the second and third expressions in (4) are interpreted as

zero. Then I - S* ■ S is the projection operator on the 1-dimensional sub-

space of elements carried by the zero multi-index. In particular, (2) holds.

2. Proof of the Theorem. The proof given here is based on Nagy and Foias,

[4, Chapter I, §10]. It will be enough to show that (3) holds when (2) is

replaced by

(5) [AA>Ah] -°    0 < Ji,J2 < J)   and    2 \\Ajhf < r2\\h\\2 Vh E H

for r satisfying 0 < r < 1. Let r be fixed in this range and suppose that (5)

holds. Then the positive definite defect operator D given by D*D = I — A* ■

A is invertible. Now define a new hilbert space H to have the same

underlying space as H and the norm

We construct a 'dilation' on the space H = /2(Z+, ß; H). The inclusion map

6: H —> H is given by

®h(n) = A"h   VhEH.

By elementary properties of the multinomial coefficients we have

2     ß(n)A*nA" =   2   ß(m)A*m(A* ■ A)Am;

|rt| = * + i H = /t

also one shows by induction on k that \\2\n\=kß(n)A*"An\\ < r2k; it follows

that the sum

2     2   ß(n)A*n(I - A* ■ A)An

k = 0   \n\-k

converges absolutely and 'telescopes' to the identity operator. Thus

2 J8(/i)|k4»A||2¿«2 /K«)||^"A||tf-11*11*
n n
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so that © is indeed an isometric inclusion. Next let Sj denote the (vector-val-

ued) backwards shift on H analogous to S,. Then the intertwining relation

S»@ = eA"   \fn EZJ+

holds. From this we may deduce that ||ßL4)|| < II ß (S) II f°r every complex

polynomial Q of J variables. On the other hand, since S = S ® I¡j, we have

Q(S) = Q(S) 0 If,, and it follows that ||ß(S)|| < ||ß(S)||. Thus (3) holds
as required.

3. Concluding remarks. In this section we relate ||ß(S)|| to a certain

multiplier norm. Let % denote the hilbert space of functions tp which admit a

power series representation

(6) <p(z) = 2 a(n) z"
n

with a(n) E C for n E Z+ satisfying

(7) IMIx=2 (iß(«))-l|a(«)|2< oo.
n

The norm condition (7) implies that the series (6) converges absolutely for

\z\ < 1 so that % may be viewed as a hilbert space of functions holomorphic

in the open unit ball. Let Mj denote the multiplication operator on % defined

by Zj and let M denote the corresponding /-tuple.

Lemma. ||ß(M)|| = || Q(S)\\ for every polynomial Q.

It is worth noting that M does not satisfy the second half of (2). The

operator Q (M) is, of course, just the multiplication operator on % defined

byß.
Proof of the Lemma. By virtue of (4) the isometric isomorphism T:

l2(ZJ+, ß)->% given by

(Tg)(z) = ^g(n)ß(n)z"

satisfies the intertwining relation TSf = M¡T (1 < / < /). Let Q be given

and define a new polynomial Q by Q (z) =Q (z). Then we have

(8) ||ß(5)|| = ||ß(S)*|| = ||ß(S*)|| = |ö(M)||.

Also, since the isometric conjugation operator on % given by ç>-»ff

intertwines Q(M) and Q(M) we have that ||g(M)|| = ||ß(M)||. Combining

this with (8) we have the conclusion of the Lemma.

Corollary. Let A be a J-tuple satisfying (2) and let Q be a complex

polynomial. Then \\Q(A)\\ < \\Q(M)\\.

In the case / = 1, % is just the Szegö space H2 so that ||ß(M)|| < ||ölloo

(actually equality occurs). Thus the Corollary yields the original von Neu-

mann inequality (1).

It is well known that for large / the direct generalization of von Neumann's

inequality fails [2], [3]. In our context it fails for / > 2. Indeed in the
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essentially typical case / = 2 we consider Qn(z) = (2zlz2)". Then we have

that HaiL = sup{|Ô„(z)|; \z\ < 1} = 1 whilst, since ||lHgc- 1,

||ßn(M)||2>||e„||^=4>!)2(2«!)-1,

which is unbounded.

Finally, we give a crude method for estimating the multiplier norm of %.

Let oBj denote the unit sphere in C7 and o the normalized area measure. Let

£ denote the hilbert space of functions/(X) = 2"_0 okXk on the multiplica-

tive circle group T satisfying

me-s \m2{j+ri)<°°-
k=0 v K '

For X E T and z E C7 we denote by Az the element (Àz,.Xzj).

Proposition. Let Q be a polynomial of J variables, and for z EdBj define a

polynomial Qz of one variable by QZ(X) = Q(Xz). Then

(9) ||ß(M)||< sup   ||ôz||muU(e).
zedBj

Here \\P\\m}1it(t) denotes the norm of P as a multiplier of the space £.

The significance of the Proposition is that the right-hand side of (9) takes

account of the smoothness of Q on oBj only in the direction of "/ times the

normal".

Proof of the Proposition. It is well known [5] that the functions of the

Szegö space H2(dBj, o) are those that admit a power series expansion

9(z) = S„ö(«)z", where ||0||| = l„(a(n))-l\a(n)\2 < oo. The mapping #:

% -» H2(dBj, o; £), defined by

(N%)(z, X) = %(Xz)   V% Ê 9C, X E T, |z| < 1,

is an isometry, for if %(z) = 2ö(/j)z", then 7V9C(z, X) = ^a(ri)z"X^, and we

have that

H^ll2 = 2(«("))-1(J'+l"l~l)\a(n)\2
\       \n\       I

= 2(ß(n)rl\a(n)\2=\\%f%.
n

Now let % be an element of % and assume that the right-hand side of (9) is

bounded by 1. Then we have that

(N(Q%))(z,X) = Qz(X)(N%)(z,X)

and that

(10) \\(N(Q%))(z,-)l<\\(N%)(z,-)\\£.

Squaring (10), integrating with respect to the variable z and using the fact

that N is an isometry now yields ||ß9C||gc< ll^Cllgo Since % was an arbitrary

element of % this yields the desired result.
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